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IV.-DRAVIDIAN S. 

The importance of the sound s for Dravidian philology seems 
to have been generally overlooked. In southern Dravidian, 5 
and 6 begin with vowels. Two of the northern languages have 
native numerals above 4, and in both of them 5 and 6 begin 
with s. Caldwell's Comparative Grammar explains the s of 
these numerals as a " euphonic prefix." The models found in 
Greek and Eranian allow us to construct a more useful theory 
of Dravidian s. An early s was regularly changed to h in the 
south, and sometimes in the north; afterward the sound h was 
often lost, as it has been in modern Greek. We must therefore 
look into northern Dravidian, if we wish to understand the his- 
tory of the southern languages. 

The chief northern divisions are Brahui, G6ndi, Kui, Kurukh- 
Malto. The isolated Brahui, spoken in the extreme northwest 
near the Afghan border, is more closely akin to Kurukh-Malto 
than to any other division, according to Konow, who compiled 
the Dravidian section of the Linguistic Survey of India. Aside 
from Brahui, the northern speech-districts adjoin those of the 
Kolarian or Munda family, lying in the region south of the 

Ganges. Former contact with Kolarian seems to be implied by 
Brahui ura (house), beside ura (house) in Kfirku, the western- 
most of the Kolarian tongues. Brahui ura is probably con- 
nected with G6ndi ron (house) and southern ar, uru (village).1 

The southern languages are Kanara, Kelan, Tamil, Telugu, 
Tulu. Kelan might be called a Tamil dialect, if it had not 

developed a separate literature. The greater conservatism of 
the southern languages is shown by the native numerals, includ- 

ing words for Ioo: Kanara nuru, Tamil nudru, Telugu nuru, 
Tulu nudu<*nitro. But Aryan elements are of course mixed 
in with the vocabulary, and we may suspect traces of Kolarian 
influence too. Besides such words as Telugu nippu=Tamil 

1A good account of Brahui is to be found in Bray's Grammar (Cal- 
cutta, I909). For the other northern languages I have used mainly the 
Linguistic Survey, vol. 4 (Calcutta, I906). 
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neruppu (fire), Kanara kircu (fire), and Kanara belki (fire) 
connected with be- = Tamil ve- (burn), we find Tulu ti = Tamil 
tz (fire). These last look like relatives of Savara to, togi 
(fire), recorded in the Kolarian word-lists of the Linguistic 
Survey, vol. 4, p. 251. It is remarkable that the other Kolarian 
languages have words meaning 'fire' entirely different from 
Savara to, togi, and that similar words occur in Indo-Chinese: 
tu, to, te, te.1 In any case the Tulu a implies a change of oi 
or ui to I in Tamil.2 

Kanara and Telugu have alphabets fundamentally the same, 
differing hardly more than our script and print. Their spellings 
agree fairly well with modern speech, and may be assumed to 
represent the older sounds. The letters corresponding to palatal 
occlusives, here transliterated c and g, may have been read as 
affricates when these languages were first written. Early 
Kanara and Telugu have a letter that may be called the 

r-symbol. It was probably sounded like Castilian rr; the mod- 
ern languages use the ordinary r-symbol instead of r. Kanara 
now uses I (reverted 1) for the older r (reverted r). Spoken 
Kanara has affricates like those of English charge, and 

spoken Telugu has ts, dz, or intermediate sounds, where 
the spelling indicates the simple occlusives c and C. The occlu- 
sive element is lengthened where the written symbol is doubled; 
popular transcriptions such as " chch" and " tsts", unfortu- 

nately used in serious works dealing with these languages, 
imply sound-groups impossible in the southern Dravidian lan- 

guages.3 
The Kanara alphabet has been adopted for Tulu, the non- 

Tcoung-pao, vol. 17, p. 42 (mars, I916). 
2In addition to Caldwell's Comparative Grammar and the Linguistic 

Survey, I have used the following works for southern Dravidian: Kittel, 
Kannada-English Dictionary (Mangalore, I894); Arden, Tamil Gram- 
mar (Vepery, I9Io); Pope, Tamil-English Dictionary (Oxford, 1905); 
Pope, Tamil Handbook (Oxford, I9II); Pope, The 'Sacred' Kurral 
(London, I886), with a translation and a vocabulary; Vinson, Manuel de 
la langue tamoule (Paris, I903); Wickremasinghe, Tamil Grammar 
(London, I906); Morris, Telugu Grammar (London, I890). 

3Similar mis-transcriptions are common also in books dealing with 
northern Dravidian: here the lack of native literatures forbids even the 
use of cc and lt, justified by historic reasons in the literary languages 
of the south. 
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literary member of the southern group, spoken around Manga- 
lore on the west coast. Where Kanara spelling differs from 
the modern sounds, Tulu should be transcribed in accordance 
with the sounds. Thus we must use ts, tts, dz, ddz, in tran- 
scriptions of Tulu, not c, cc, c , , as in Kanara; and initial 
je, je, wo, wo, instead of the simple vowels represented by 
Kanara spelling. In the southern languages the sound j (=y 
in you) is added as a hiatus-filler before palatal vowels, and w 
or v (<w) before labial vowels, when the preceding word ends 
in a vowel that cannot be elided. These added sounds are often 
kept in speech after a pause; in the written forms of isolated 
words, the ordinary spellings of Kanara and Tamil use the 

vowel-symbols alone. In Tulu the added sounds have appa- 
rently become fixed. Tulu seems to have the sound w where 
the v-symbol of the Kanara alphabet is written. The distinc- 
tion of v and w is not clear, even in the Aryan languages. 
Sanskrit has a single symbol for w and for v, the latter having 
replaced the former except after less sonorous sounds.l In 
Marati the v-sound is said to be rather weak (bi-labial?), and 

English v is transcribed as vh.2 Caldwell tells us that w is 

generally used for v in spoken Kanara, and sometimes in Tamil. 

Indoportuguese has changed v to w,3 evidently under the influ- 
ence of neighboring Aryan or Dravidian tongues. Thus it is 

possible that the old w, or the intermediate bi-labial v, has been 

kept in many regions of India. As the native alphabets fail to 

distinguish v and w, the history of these sounds is obscure.4 
The Tamil alphabet was at first used for writing Sanskrit. 

This is shown by its former lack of symbols distinguishing the 

quantity of long and short e and o. In early Dravidian these 
vowels could be short or long; but the short vowels did not 
occur in Sanskrit. Written Latin can be understood without 

length-marks: in the same way the quantity of e and o was left 

Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, ? 57 (Boston, I89I). 
2 Bloch, Formation de la langue marathe, ? 153 (Paris, 1915). 
3 Revista lusitana, vol. 6 p. 67; vol. 9, p. I50. 
4My direct source for Tulu is the posa wodam'badike (New Testa- 

ment) published by the B. and F. Bible Society, printed at the Basel 
Mission Press (Mangalore, 1894). Indirect sources are the Grammar 
of Brigel, as quoted by Caldwell, and the Dictionary of Manner, as 
quoted by Kittel. The Linguistic Survey omits Tulu. 
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for the reader to guess, when the Tamil alphabet came to be 
used for Tamil. The modern use of modified symbols for Tamil 
e and o is ascribed to the influence of Beschi (an Italian mis- 
sionary) and other Europeans, who naturally felt the need of 
such symbols more than natives would. 

It is generally held that Sanskrit ghota (horse) is a Dravidian 
loan-word, connected with the equivalent Kanara kudure, 
Tamil kudirai, Telugu gurramu.l Formally it belongs with 
Kanara karte, Tamil karudai, Telugu gadide (ass), derived 
from *ghazotas. Sanskrit developed the stem *ghazuta> 
*ghauta, with t for t by assimilation to z, a sound which after- 
ward disappeared from Sanskrit.2 We may assume that the 
horse was once unknown in India: when it was introduced, 
Dravidians at first gave it the name of its relative, *ghasotas, 
and some of the Aryans borrowed the word in its altered sense. 
The old meaning is kept in two later loan-words, with r for 
Dravidian r (<z), Sanskrit khara and gardabha. The kh cor- 
responds to the Tamil unvoicing of occlusives or the Kanara 
unvoicing of aspirates; g-bh instead of gh-bh was a normal 
development in Sanskrit.3 Dravidian *ghuteras (horse) meant 
'runner' like our horse beside Latin curr-<*kurs-: the verb- 
root kud-<*ghut- is seen in Kanara kuduku- (trot), Tamil 
kudi- (leap).4 

The consonant-system of ancient Dravidian was nearly the 
same as that of Sanskrit. The early use of aspirated occlusives, 
now rare in the south and unknown in Tamil, is shown by the 
evidence mentioned above. All occlusives became voiceless in 
Tamil more than two thousand years ago; afterward simple 
occlusives became voiced between voiced sounds. The basis of 
Tamil spelling goes back to the time when all occlusives were 

1 Kittel, K. Dictionary, p. xx. 
2 

Cp. Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, ? 222. 
Cp. Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, ? I55. The Aryans perhaps mistook 

the ending of later *kharotas for a demonstrative, and therefore dropped 
it. The ending of gardabha may have come from the synonym rasabha. 

'The form *khuteras, a normal development from *ghuteras in some 
of the Dravidian tongues, corresponds to loan-words found in southern 
Kolarian: Gadaba kruta, Savara kurta. G6ndi kora is a composite of 
such a k-form and the Aryan word represented by Kui gora, Kurukh 
ghoro. The gh of older *ghuteras (preserved by Aryan mediation?) 
is found in G6ndi ghuria - Kurukh ghurl (mare). 
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1 Kittel, K. Dictionary, p. xx. 
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voiceless. Tamil has developed no distinctive voiced occlusives, 
and can therefore get along with a spelling that represents all 
occlusives as voiceless sounds. But spelling has been adapted 
to speech where the occlusives became fricatives (c>g>j and 
p> b>v). Because of other possible changes, it would hardly 
be safe to transliterate the spelling mechanically. Thus if we 
wrote ' atu' for adu= Kanara adu (that thing), on the ground 
that the Tamil consonant-letter really means t, we might be 
inventing an unreasonable form. We know nothing about the 
relative chronology of t>d and o>u; the ancient Kanara-Tamil 
form was perhaps *ato, or *ate=Telugu adi. 

Early Tamil has a letter representing h, now read as the velar 
fricative x (=Russian x before a). The eighteen consonant- 
letters of ordinary Tamil may be transliterated k (g), r, c (C), 
ii, t (d), n, t (d), n, p (b), in, j, r, I, v, r, 1, r (rt, tr, dr), n. 
A few other letters may be added in the Tamil spelling of Aryan 
loan-words: they correspond to the Sanskrit symbols for ; 
(read as dz), s, s, h. Spoken Tamil has the velar fricative y 
for g<k between vowels; in the extreme south, h may replace 
y. The age of y is uncertain: as Sanskrit had no y, ancient 
Tamil spelling would not have used a separate symbol for such 
a non-distinctive sound. Initial c has developed thru cf to q 
and s in spoken Tamil. The same medial sound-change, with a 
formation of c? earlier than the voicing of occlusives between 

vowels, was widespread in spoken Tamil, so that the c-symbol 
now represents ? or s between vowels. The older affricate, 
resembling English tch, is used for cc and for c following 
another occlusive. The group written as ic corresponds to 

spoken ndz: occlusives were voiced after nasals earlier than 
between vowels. Where j stands for pre-literary c, it indicates 
dialect-mixture: in a portion of the Tamilian territory, medial 
c following a vowel was (like the c of the group ic) changed 
to g before initial c? was developed from c. Medial c? was 
not subject to voicing; medial c became g where it did not 

undergo an earlier change to ce.l 
The distinction of two n-symbols in Tamil seems to be merely 

graphic: the first is written initially and in the group nd<nt, 

1 Kittel's Dictionary, which gives Tamil cognates in Kanara characters, 
misrepresents c<c as dz between vowels. 
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the second in all other positions. Corresponding to the 
i-symbol of early Kanara and Telugu, Tamil has a letter for- 
merly sounded as 7 (strongly trilled r) between vowels. It rep- 
resents spoken dr after n, and the doubled letter represents ttr, 
which may be reduced to tt. It is read as t or as r before a con- 
sonant; a following occlusive is voiceless, not voiced as after 
the ordinary r. These variations seem to imply an ancient rt, 
which became dr between vowels; similarly rtt became ttr. 
The group ndr is derived from nr and from ndn: it was natu- 
rally written with the old rt-symbol after the dr-value was 
established. We may use dr and r between vowels, to show the 
older and the more recent values. It seems possible that r<dr 
and rt came from voiceless r, but we know so little of Tamil 
phonology that it can hardly be proved.1 

Brahui keeps initial s before vowels. A clear example is sar- 
(be well cooked, rot), beside Kanara ar-, ari- (destroy, 
perish, rot), aral (grief), aral- (grieve), arku- (be rotten), 
Tamil aral (fire), aralu- (burn), arartci (pain), ari- (destroy, 
perish), arugu- (rot). The basic meaning of these words is 
'destroy' or 'perish'; derivatives are 'burn, pain' and 'be 
burned, be cooked'. The sense of Kanara aral has perhaps 
been modified by that of ar-, a.ru- (weep), which has a different 
root, as is shown by G6ndi ar- (weep) with no initial h. Dra- 
vidian sar- and ar- (rot) are Aryan loan-words corresponding 
to Hindi sar-, sar- (rot). 

Other Brahui examples are perhaps sarr- (grow up) beside 
Kanara aralu-, alaru- (blossom, open, spread), Tamil alar- 

(blossom); and sur- (move) beside Kanara uralu-, urulu-, 
urlu- (roll), Tamil urulu- (roll). As Latin 'stand' makes 
Hispanic 'be', we may compare Brahui sal- (stand) with 
G6ndi hille (not), Kui side- (is not), Kanara illa (is not), 
Tamil illai (is not), Telugu lI- (is not), Tulu iddzi (not). The 
Brahui a agrees with that of xaf beside palatal vowels in the 
equivalent Kurukh xebda, Kanara kivi, Tamil cevi, Telugu 
cevi, Tulu kebi (ear). A suffixed vowel may mark negation in 
Dravidian, so there is no difficulty about the sense of the 

1 Spoken Tamil confuses r and r, but the r of kiristu indicates a recent 
leveling. Many natives learned the word from Beschi, who must have 
used in Cristo a sound more strongly trilled than the ordinary Tamil r. 
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words corresponding to Brahui sal-. Tulu iddzi has normal 
dii<dri, as in wondzi=Tamil ondru (one), madii=Tamil 
muindru (three); it seems to be formally the same as Tamil 
indri (not being). The Kui d agrees with that of idu=Tamil 
il, Telugu illu (house). 

From Brahui ka-, G6ndi si-, Kui sa-, Kurukh-Malto ke, 
Kanara sd-, sa-, Tamil ca-, ce-, Telugu ca-, ca-, Tulu sai- (die), 
it is clear that s may come from c in G6ndi and Kui. Most of 
the G6ndi dialects changed an early s to h before the later s 
was formed from c; Kui has kept the older s. But G6ndi and 
Kui are near neighbors, so it is not strange that a few Gondi 
dialects shared the leveling with Kui. The Linguistic Survey 
records sd- (die) beside sila (not) in one (p. 505), with s for s 
before a palatal vowel; and hd- (die) beside hille (not) in 
another (p. 543). Both of these dialects confused the old s 
and s<c; one of them changed the resultant to h. Some of the 
G6ndi dialects have halle instead of hille, and one has both 
hale and hile (L. S., p. 526), showing that the two forms are 

separate words. The h of hille was added to *alle, which came 
from the root represented by Brahui alla- (was not), Kurukh 
mal- (is not), Malto mal- (is not), Kanara alla (is not), Tamil 
alla (is not); in Kurukh-Malto the initial m was added under 
the influence of men- (be). 

Initial s, treated like s in the south, makes Brathui s: saldp-= 
Kanara alainbu-, Tamil alambu-, Telugu alamu- (wash). 
Other examples are perhaps sir- (smooth out) beside Kanara 

iraku-, iri- (press), Tamil idrukku- (tighten); and surr- 

(scratch) beside Kanara ore- (grind, rub, touch), Tamil urai- 

(rub). G6ndi and Kui have s for initial s. In the numerals 

4-7, G6ndi nala-g, saijaurg, sarua-g, jerairg, Kui ialgi, siqrgi, 
sadzgi, odgi, Kanara nilku, aidu, aru, eru, Tamil ndngu, aindu, 
ddru, eru, Telugu tnlugu, aidu, aru, edu, Tulu ndl, ain, addi, 

jel, the widespread k or g of 4 seems to be radical. G6ndi and 
Kui have extended the endings of 4 to 5-7. The Dravidian 
stems of 5 and 6 were apparently *sain, *satro. The n of 5 was 
often altered and lost in contact with initial consonants, so that 

many of the derivatives lack a nasal: thus Kanara has aini-ru 

(500), aivattu (50), aivaru (five persons). 
Lack of material makes it hard to say how initial s was treated 

in Kurukh-Malto; we should expect it to be kept as in Brahui. 
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stems of 5 and 6 were apparently *sain, *satro. The n of 5 was 
often altered and lost in contact with initial consonants, so that 
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The northern treatment of medial s is shown by Brahui ras-, 
G6ndi avv-, Kui anab, Kurukh-Malto drs- (arrive), probably 
derived from *arans-. Gondi has aw-<*arv-<*araw-< 
*arah-: medial h was lost, and r was assimilated to hiatus-filling 
v<w, in accordance with kis=Kanara kircu (fire). Kui anab-, 
with normal b for the v kept in other dialects, represents *arnaw- 
<*arnah-; medial s was weakened to h and lost as in Gondi. 
Telugu has ra<*aranso, used as the imperative of va- (come). 
An early southern s is implied by Tamil ajiram (thousand), 
derived from Sanskrit sahasra. If there had been no s in Tamil 
when the Sanskrit word was borrowed, the Tamil form would 
be *aram. The sound-group sr was unknown in early Dra- 
vidian: sahasra was adopted as *sasara or *sasera, and the loss 
of h<s caused j to be added as a hiatus-filler. The Tamil m 
need not be connected with the same Sanskrit ending; neuter 
a-stems take m as the nominative-ending in Tamil. 

Tamil ai is common as a stressless ending, but rare otherwise. 
It seems likely that the ending -ai was derived from -as or -Js, 
or from both; similarly Italian has i for final s in dai<das, 
poi<post, voi<uos. Tamil has -ai for the final vowel of 
Sanskrit a-stems in loan-words. This does not indicate a 
change of a to ai in Tamil: it shows that early Tamil had the 

noun-ending -as and used it for Aryan -a. The stressless end- 

ing -a is extremely rare in Tamil nouns, and is a variant of 
older -avu. 

Since the foregoing was written, I have found il- (stand) 
in the Malto Gospels (Agra, 1881-82). Some of the forms 
have a suffixed stem ida- (for *ilds-), and there is a correspond- 
ing idd.- (stand) in Kurukh. These verbs are evidently con- 
nected with Brahui sal- (<*sil-?), and show that initial s has 
been lost in Kurukh-Malto. Another example seems to be 
Kurukh abra (those things), presumably derived from Aryan 
sarva (all) and the general demonstrative a or a. The form 
ibra (these things) could be analogic: after *sabra changed to 
abra, its use as the plural of ad (<*ate) produced ibra as the 
plural of id<*ite. A stressless variant of *sil- is probably 
represented by Kurukh atl-, tal- (be), the development being 
tal-<a.tl-<*astl<*asal-< *sl-. The added t may be compared 
with t in Kanara kristna, a semi-popular variant of kitta 
<krisna (Krishna). 
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Other words with s before a consonant are hard to find. 
Initial sn may be assumed for the root of the following verbs: 
Brahui hur- (look), G6ndi hiir- (see), Kui sfid- (see), Malto 
tund- (see), Kanara nod-, nor- (look, see), Tamil nokku- 
(look at), Telugu cuc-, cud- (see), Tulu ti- (see). Brahui 
could have developed h from sn thru N (voiceless n). G6ndi 
and Kui leveled early s and s<sN<sn; G6ndi s became h at 
a later time. G6ndi variants are hur-, hur-, hur-, hud-; and 
sur-, as we should expect, in the dialect that has sild-hille. 
Malto seems to have formed t from N: sn>sN>st>t. The 
t became t by assimilation in tund-; the nasal may imply *snud- 
>*snund-, with extension as in Spanish mancha<macula. 
Tamil has lost d before the k-suffix of the verb, but it has the 
corresponding noun nottam=Kanara nota (sight), apparently 
derived from earlier *sn.oddans or something similar. Likewise 
the Telugu verb has lost d in the forms that take a c-suffix: 
*tfudc- developed thru *tuc- to cuc, with internal assimilation, 
and then produced analogic c.ud- for *tHid-. Tulu tu- has the 
dialectic variants su-, hu-. 

A basis *nisatro seems to be implied by G6ndi nir, Kanara 
niru, Tamil nidru, Telugu niguru, nivuru, nriu (ashes). The 
i-forms probably indicate assimilation following the loss of 
s: ia>ie>z. The Telugu variants could have come from 
*nisotro>*niwotro, with the a assimilated to o. The change 
of w to g has parallels in European languages, as French garde 
(ward), guepe (wasp), guerre (war). If the foregoing nouns 
are to be connected with Brahui his (ashes), we may assume a 
root *snis, with dissimilative loss of initial s in G6ndi and 
southern Dravidian. 

Brahui nibbar (weak) and nizzor (weak) look like dialectal 
variants from a single basis, *nizvar<*niswar. By a sense- 

development 'long-thin-weak', they may be connected with 
the following words: Kanara nigar-, nigur-, nimir-, nid-, nil- 

(extend), Tamil nil (long). The m of nimir- (<*niwar-) has 
a close parallel in Portuguese uma, derived from older ua 

(<ana) thru *iwa and *uwa. 
EDWIN H. TUTTLE. 

NORTH HAVEN, CONN. 
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